NEW SUPER-THRILLER FROM THE AUTHOR OF A FEW GOOD MEN*
The year is 1995. The pride of British-French aviation, the
Concorde, a magnificent plane that flies at 1200 miles per
hour some 60,000 feet in the sky, is making its way from
Paris to New York. Passengers on the flight range from
a famous Hollywood action hero to a highly decorated Air
Force colonel.
Also on board are two Libyan terrorists who plan to take
over the plane and detonate a nuclear device over
Washington DC.
When the terrorists succeed in taking control of the
airliner and killing the pilots, the heads of state of the
U.S., France and Great Britain are soon involved in the
incident and must decide on what action to take,
including shooting the liner down.
On board the plane the passengers realize they are in
serious danger of going down with the plane. Does the
Hollywood action-hero live up to his screen image? Is the
Air Force colonel, who is not a pilot, able to hatch a plot
to thwart the terrorists? And what of the other
passengers? Are they willing to fight the terrorists?
As the Concorde continues in its flight, the U.S. sends a
super secret fighter whose mission is to shoot it down,
under orders from the president. As the fighter pilot lines
up the Concorde in his gun sight and squeezes the trigger,
he gets a frantic message from the ground to abort — but it
may be too late.
"Air France One" is a page turner from beginning to end,
with twists and turns that will keep the reader on the edge
of his seat with a "can't put it down" book. Interestingly,
author Donald A. Gazzaniga wrote this story more than a

decade before 9/11. Its similarities to that tragic event
and the possibility of another make it even a more
compelling read.
Book cover comments:
“Eerily prescient, Donald Gazzaniga wrote this truly
thrilling thriller more than a decade before 9/11. A
wonderful read - especially now!” - Thomas B. Sawyer –
former Producer & Writer, Murder She Wrote.
“Where was this author when I was producing the Airport
movies?" - William Frye, Producer, Raise the Titanic,
Airport 1975, '77, Thriller
"The suspense doesn't get any more supersonic than this." Mark Webb, Motion Picture Producer
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